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ILD Muon System/Tail Catcher 

Chapter 1. ILD: Executive Summary

This emphazises the spatial resolution for all detector systems. A highly granular
calorimeter system is combined with a central tracker which stresses redundancy
and e�ciency. The whole system is immersed in a strong magnetic field of 3.5 T.
In addition, e�cient reconstruction of secondary vertices and very good momentum
resolution for charged particles are essential for an ILC detector. An artistic view of
the detector is shown in figure 1.1.1.

Figure 1.1.1: View of the ILD detector concept.

The interaction region of the ILC is designed to host two detectors, which can be
moved in and out of the beam position with a “push-pull” scheme. The mechanical
design of ILD and the overall integration of subdetectors takes these operational
constraints into account.

The ILC is designed to investigate the mechanism of electroweak symmetry
breaking. It will allow the study of the newly found Higgs-like particle at 126 GeV.
It will search for and explore new physics at energy scales up to 1 TeV. In addition,
the collider will provide a wealth of information on standard model (SM) physics, for
example top physics, heavy flavour physics, and physics of the Z and W bosons, as
discussed earlier in this document. A typical event (tt̄ at 500 GeV) is shown in fig-
ure 1.1.3. The requirements for a detector are, therefore, that multi-jet final states,
typical for many physics channels, can be reconstructed with high accuracy. The jet
energy resolution should be su�ciently good that the hadronic decays of the W and
Z can be separated. This translates into a jet energy resolution of �

E

/E ⇠ 3 � 4%
(equivalent to 30%/

p
E at 100 GeV). Secondary vertices which are relevant for many

studies involving heavy flavours should be reconstructable with good e�ciency and
purity. Highly e�cient tracking is needed with large solid-angle coverage.
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Instrumentation of the Yoke (Muon System/Tail Catcher) 

Total Number of Sensitive Elements are 125000  

Modules: 3 Barrels 2 EndCaps 

Sizes:  
R min, 
R max 
Length 

 
4450 
7760 
2800 

 
300 
7760 
2560 

N of Sensitive 
Layers 

14 12 

Scint. Strips/
WLS/SiPM 
Length 
Wids 
Thickness 

 
 
max 2800 
30 
10 

 
 
max 2800 
30 
10 
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Mechanical Study of the Yoke  

Detailed Mechanical Structure, U. Schneekloth, DESY 
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Mechanical Study of the Yoke  

Advance Study of Mechanics Deformations, U. Schneekloth, DESY  
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Detailed Model of ILD Muon System/Tail Catcher in Mokka  

Detailed Cryostat with Coils  
in Mokka Simulation Framework 

General view of Muon System in 
Mokka Simulation Framework  
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Instrumentation of the Yoke (Muon System/Tail Catcher) 

Basic Option for the Simulation is Scintillator Cells 30 x 30 mm   

 
Cryostat  : Detailed Geometry 

Instrumentation: 2 Scintillation Double 
Sensitive Layers 

 
Coil  :  Detailed Geometry,  

    Coil Segmentation 
 
Yoke  : Detailed Geometry based on 

    Mechanical Design 
   Instrumentation: 

Barrel:  40 + 10*(100+40)     
+3*(560 + 40) mm (total 14 Layers) 
EndCup:   10*(100+40)      
+2*(560 + 40) mm (total 12 Layers) 
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Detail Model of Muon System/Tail Catcher   

Geometry of Stereolayers of Sensitive Elements: ortogonal, 
stereoangle along z, stereoangle ortogonal to z    
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Full Simulation of the Light Propagation and Detection 

 Scintillation UV Photons 
created by Muon in 
Sensitive Element    

Converted Green Photon  
in WLS (Scintillation 

Photons are hidden)     
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Muon System Sensitive Elements Technology 

The Main Option for the Sensitive Layers is extruded Scintillation Strips with thickness  
of ~10 mm and a width of ~30 mm, maximal Length of ~2800 mm. 
The Scintillation Strips are covered by the Reflection Layer TiO2 that is co-extruded along 
side the Scintillator during the extrusion Process. 
The 1mm wide extruded groove running along the center of the strips is filled with a 
commercially available WLS fiber 1 mm diameter    
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Muon System Sensitive Elements Technology 

Resistive Plate Chamber (RPC) are considered as alternative Sensitive 
Layers. Main feature are exellent granularity up to 1 x 1 cm2 pads and 
one threshold (1 bit) Digital Readout.  
Several Types of RPCs have been successfully constructed and tested 
within ILC R&D program 

Actually the technology of Muon Sensitive Elements directly related to 
the Hadron Calorimeter Technology and finally will be correspondent to 
this technology 
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PANDORA PFA: Fast Muon Identification     

Fast Muon Identification is Cut Based and looks for an inner detector 
followed by consistent, minimal energy deposition through Calorimeter 
and Muon Systems. It target muons with energy greater than 2.5 MeV    

5GeV muon in 
 Z->uds event 

 
•  The number of occupied layers in each 

of the ECAL, HCAL and YOKE regions 
•  The energy deposited in the ECAL and 

HCAL regions. Energies are direction-
corrected and cuts are linear functions 
of associated track energy 

•  The RMS values for straight-line fits in 
the ECAL, HCAL and YOKE regions. 

•  The fraction of mip-like hits in the 
ECAL and HCAL regions. 

•  The number of muon yoke hits 
Pandora PFA: J. Marshall 
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PANDORA PFA: Muon Reconstruction Algorithm    

Yoke track candidates are identified using an instance of the Pandora 
cone-based clustering algorithm, configured appropriately for the 

coarse instrumentation in this region. Clusters crossing all yoke layers, 
whilst containing a minimal number of hits are selected  

Pandora PFA: J. Marshall 
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PANDORA PFA: Muon Reconstruction Algorithm    

2.  For each inner detector track above 5GeV, a helix fit to the track is 
extrapolated to the position of yoke cluster. 
 Track candidates with opening angles greater than 0.2rad, or 
distances greater than 200mm are excluded. The closest track is 
selected and used to calculate the muon properties. 
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Single muons and pions Propogations     

10 GeV Single muons and pions in the Barrel and EndCap Region  
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Problem of Identification of Low Momenta Muon in Barrel    

Problem of Identification: 3 GeV single muons in the Barrel Region 
due to multiplescattering and Magnetic Field, muons partially don’t 

reach Muon Sensitive Layers  
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Barrel Muon Identification Performance     

Muon Efficiency and pion Contamination as function of energy of single 
particles (color of the line is correspond to the layers of the Muon 
System which are used for identification)   
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Barrel Muon Identification Performance     

50 GeV b-jet in the ILD, PFA Reconstruction (red - muon traks),  
Not all Muons could be identified as Muons by Muon System  
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Barrel Muon Identification Performance     

Muon Identification Efficiency and pion Contaminations in b-jet, 
normalised on the energy of muons in b-jets > 5 GeV (color of the line 
is correspond to the layers of the Muon System which are used for 
identification) 
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 Muon Reconstruction Performance     

Single Particles (muons) reconstruction in ILD PFA 
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Muon System as Tail Catcher on the Energy Resolution    

Illustration of the Effect of Tail Catcher on the Energy Resolution:  
RMS Visible Energy of Pions detected without and with Muon System 
as Tile Catcher as function of the Energy 
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Muon System /Tail Catcher Test Setup 

   

866 mm of steel or a nuclear interaction length of 5.2 ln which is equivalent to a pion interaction
length of 4.2 lp . The mechanical structure and absorber stack were engineered and assembled by
the Particle Physics Division at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory.
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Figure 1. Top: Schematic (not to scale) showing alternating absorber plates (blue) and active medium (grey).
Bottom: TCMT steel frame showing the forward fine section (on the left) and the back coarse section.

Scintillator strips form the active medium between the absorber plates and were assembled in
16 modules or cassettes. The cassettes were installed in the absorber stack with alternating vertical

– 3 –

CALICE Scint. Strips\WLS\SiPM - Fe Muon System/Tail Catcher 
Prototype  

5x100cm2 strips ~5 λ in 16 layer 
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Experimental Study of Muon System/Tail Catcher    

CALICE Test Setup at CERN including Muon System/Tail Catcher  

TCMT
AHCAL

ECAL

Figure 6. Muon event recorded at the CERN testbeam. Hits above threshold are highlighted.

Table 1. Momentum and charge of pion events collected in October, 2006.

p(GeV) 6 8 10 12 15 17 20 30 40 50 80
p+(106events) 0.45 0.70 0.70 0.80 0.80 0.80 1.30 1.30
p�(106events) 1.40 1.30 1.80 1.20 1.60 1.30 1.50

was contaminated by as much as 20% non-pions.
A schematic of the beamline configuration and components during October 2006 is shown

in Fig. 7. The readout was triggered by a coincidence of the two 100 x 100 mm2 scintillator
counters labeled Sc1 and Sc3. A larger scintillator Sc4, of dimensions 200 x 200 x 10 mm3 was
used offline to reject double particles or showers initiated in the air or material before the detector.
Beam particle tracking was provided by three drift wire chambers DC1, DC2, and DC3. Muon
identification was provided by Mc1, a 1000 x 1000 mm2 scintillator counter, located behind the
calorimeter elements. A Cerenkov counter identified electrons and pions. The response of the
beam components was recorded for offline use. Scintillator counter amplitudes were also used to
indicate the presence of multi-particle events offline.

The muon counter Mc1 was constructed at NICADD and similar to the TCMT cassettes. Mc1
was used as an on-line trigger for calibration muons and off-line as a muon veto. The counter
was made of twenty 1000 x 50 mm2 extruded strips of 50 mm thickness with a co-extruded hole
in which a Kuraray Y11, 1.2 mm diameter, WLS fiber was embedded. To ensure uniformity of
response all 20 WLS fibers were of the same length. To reduce the impact of cladding light from the
fiber, each fiber extended 0.7 m beyond the end of the strip. The fibers were connected to a single
photomultiplier tube through a long square crystal. The scintillator end of each WLS fiber was
polished, then mirrored with aluminum, and protected with UV cured epoxy. The photomultiplier
end of each fiber was glued into a square plastic ferrule made from Delrin and finished with the fly
diamond cutting technique. The square ferrules simplified assembly and made the fiber connection
to the crystal robust.

– 9 –
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Effect of Coil and Tail Catcher on the Energy Resolution    
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Figure 17. Example coil emulation (configuration two). The shaded rectangle on the left highlights the
TCMT layers added to the AHCAL. The central shaded rectangle highlights the portion of the TCMT used
to emulate a magnet coil. The shaded rectangle on the right highlights the TCMT layers used for post-coil
sampling. See text for additional details.

by the full length of the TCMT or a coil with little or no additional sampling.
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Figure 18. Comparison of the energy RMS resolution of a 20 GeV negative pion sample with an emulated
coil without final TCMT layers after the coil (triangular symbols) and with final TCMT layers after the coil
(square symbols). The calculation includes the energy from the ECAL and partial AHCAL.

Figure 19 indicates that for a coil located at 5.5ln the improvement due to post-coil sampling
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Figure 18. Comparison of the energy RMS resolution of a 20 GeV negative pion sample with an emulated
coil without final TCMT layers after the coil (triangular symbols) and with final TCMT layers after the coil
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Figure 19 indicates that for a coil located at 5.5ln the improvement due to post-coil sampling
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Comparison of energy RMS for 20 GeV pions with an emulated coil  
with and without TCMT contribution  
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Muon System/Tail Catcher Readout    

Details of Sensitive Elements and Readout Chain:  

>  Digital SiPM 

>  Optic Transmission  
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Muon System/Tail Catcher Readout    

•  Mainly detected isolated particles, 
•  Typical Signal ~ 10-20 (photons) photoelectrons per MIP on the face 

of SiPM, 
•  Dynamic range could be chosen ~100 (128) pixels 
•  Digital readout on the SiPM Chip even with local preliminary 

analysis 
Is it enough for Tail Catcher ?  
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Muon System/Tail Catcher Readout    

The data transmission moves from 10 Gb/s to 40 and 100 Gb/s. 
optical engines and optical transceivers based on silicon photonics 
will provide small, low-power, single-chip solutions.  
 
Integration of lasers, modulators, drivers, and WDM Multiplexers 
allow 100 Gb/s chip solutions to be less than a square centimeter. 
 
Wave Division Multiplexing (WDM) is a method for transporting 
multiple wavelengths over a single optical fiber, greatly reducing the 
cost of the interconnection. The IEEE 802.3ba standard for 10 km 
reach specifies that 100 Gb/s pipes use 4 wavelengths over a Single  
Fiber. Future solutions that support 400 Gb/s, 800 Gb/s or 1 Tb/s will 
use more wavelengths.  
Integrated WDM technology scales easily from 4 to 40 channels or 
more.  
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Muon System/Tail Catcher Readout    

   Development and sells a portfolio of application-specific silicon 
photonics products that are now deployed in real commercial 
applications 

 100 Gigabit Ethernet  

 (10 channels with Optic Wave Division for Single Optic Fiber) 
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Muon System/Tail Catcher Readout    

3D Hybrid Technology:  
 Sensors, digital Readout Electronics, Opto Electronic Components 
in one Chip  
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Conclusion and Outlook    

Muon System:  

>  Muon identification  

§ ~97% muon identification efficiency and correspondingly about 
99% pions rejection at energy >4 GeV 

§ Muons identification with energies < 4GeV. Needs dedicated 
analysis 

>  Muon Reconstruction in the ILD (PFA): 

§   d(1/pt) = 2.3 10-5   GeV-1 

§   d(D0) = 2.5 microns 
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Conclusion and Outlook    

Tail Catcher: 
•  Improves energy resolution. In particular at high energies 
•  Full thickness instrumentation of yoke important for pion 

rejection (Also needed for achieving low stray field) 
•  Instrumentation of outer (thick) layers is useful for pion 

rejection. Much better than just one muon sensitive layer 
outside.             

•  Increasing iron plate thickness from 10 to 20 cm will be study 
  
In addition, one very thick instead of three outer iron layers (each 
about 100tons) would be much more difficult to deal with 
(manufacturing, transportation and assembly) 

 
Coil Instrumentation: 

•  Small improvement of energy resolution 
•  May be useful for low energy muons identification 
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Conclusion and Outlook    

Readout Chain: 
 

•  Study of Digital Silicon Photomultiplier as Photosensor for ILD 
Muon System  

 
•  Study of Optic Link with Optic Wavelength Separation 

 


